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Abstract— Holonomic behavior is desirable in the tight confines of 
a rubbled, collapsed-structure environment. But arbitrary motion is 
difficult to achieve, mechanically, particularly since treads are the 
most common form of locomotive device in search and rescue robots. 
We are developing a reconfigurable suite of locomotive modules that 
permit side-slipping locomotion. Initially designed as add-on 
modules to the TerminatorBot limbed crawler to create limb/tread 
hybrid robots, the modules can also be assembled with one another to 
produce holonomic differential drive robots, as well.  This paper 
describes the design of a transverse tread module with unique 
buckling grousers that creates a tread/limb hybrid robot capable of 
both forward locomotion and transverse locomotion. Also described 
is a two-dimensional tread module that provides motive force in both 
the longitudinal and transverse directions. Two of these modules 
together in a differential drive configuration provides true holonomic 
capability. The addition of articulated linkages between modules 
provides holonomic serpentine behavior. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One thing that both search and rescue and planetary 
exploration robots have in common is the need to traverse 
difficult terrain that is not well characterized in advance. This 
means that the robot drive mechanism must be adaptable in 
order to locomote over different terrains. Limbed locomotion 
is extremely adaptable to uneven terrain, but requires 
sophisticated control and sensing. Tracked locomotion is 
highly energy efficient and has proven quite robust in many 
terrain types encountered in natural and man-made settings, 
but it is not adaptable in its own right. In fact, there are many 
environments, particularly when many obstacles are near or 
greater than the height of the tread, that treads, alone, do not 
do well. The most successful designs for highly rubbled 
terrains, such as those encountered in collapsed structures and 
subterranean exploration, have been hybrid designs that 
incorporate both limbs and tracks. Examples of these include 
the Omni-Tread [1], Souryu [3], Helios [2], Redback 
(Tarantula R/C toy) [4], Kenaf [6], and the 
commercially-available PackBot, from iRobot [5].  
The hybrids mentioned above have a common theme: they 

all employ relatively sophisticated track mechanisms with 
relatively simple limb-like capabilities. The Omni-Tread and 

Souryu both consist of drive modules that are nearly 
completely covered in treads. The Omni- Tread has a square 
cross section and is covered on all four sides with several 
synchronized treads that are commonly driven so they move 
in unison, regardless of which side, or sides, are in contact. 
The Souryu, on the other hand, has a more squat, rectangular 
cross section and is covered on two sides, by one wide, 
continuous tread. Both robots attempt to minimize “dead” 
areas that do not actively drive the robot forward. Both the 
Omni-Tread and the Souryu are also snake-like in that they 
consist of multiple tread modules connected by articulated 
linkages. These linkages between the tread modules act like 
simple limbs, allowing the treads to “step” over obstacles and 
chasms as well as providing steering.  
Helios, Redback, Kenaf, and PackBot all have tread-covered 

“flippers” that articulate in one degree of freedom with 
respect to a central body. The flippers are used to hoist the 
body over obstacles or to change the geometry of the device. 
Helios even includes a third “leg” with more degrees of 
freedom to maintain balance and navigate large obstacles. The 
addition of these limb-like behaviors greatly enhances 
rubbled-terrain mobility for all the above robots. 
 

 
Fig. 1: A posed picture of the TerminatorBot with no auxiliary module 

attached. 

 
We pursue a different approach to the tread/limb hybrid. 

Unlike the previously mentioned robots which use treads as 
the primary locomotion mode, our robot’s primary mode of 



locomotion is based on limbs. The TerminatorBot, illustrated 
in Figure 1, crawls over rough terrain with its limbs as the 
primary mode. For added locomotive force, we are 
investigating the addition of relatively simple treads to 
increase drive power. Unlike Souryu and Omni-Tread, the 
simpler tracked modules do not include actuators for steering. 
They simply provide “bulk motive force.” 
In fact, we are investigating a series of bulk motive devices 

that simply push the robot forward while the limbs are 
responsible for channeling that energy in the desired direction. 
By investigating treads in various configurations as well as a 
novel water hammer actuator pioneered by Perrin, et al [7], 
these motive modules provide a “toolbox” of sorts [10], 
supporting our approach to hardware/software 
reconfigurability [8][9]. 

II.  THE LIMBED CRAWLER 

The underlying robot upon which we are basing these new 
designs is the TerminatorBot, a two-limbed, crawling robot 
whose body is supported by the environment during 
locomotion, similar to most cold-blooded animals. The 
TerminatorBot – or CRAWLER, for Cylindrical Robot for 
Autonomous Walking and Lifting during Emergency 
Response – employs a reconfigurable design philosophy to 
keep the robot small and light. Small size provides 
accessibility to spaces otherwise unreachable by humans, 
canines, or the currently available commercial robots.  
The reconfigurable concept of the self-contained limbed 

design is based on the dual-use of the limbs as both 
locomotors and manipulators, though we’re expanding the 
concept of reconfigurability as our research advances. The 
basic robot consists of two limbs that each have three degrees 
of freedom. The total of six degrees of freedom allow for 
arbitrary manipulation of objects during manipulation and a 
high degree of configurability of the gait motions during 
locomotion.  
In its stowed configuration, the CRAWLER is cylindrical in 

shape with a diameter of 75 mm and an overall length of 205 
mm in its tethered configuration. (The tetherless configuration 
will actually be shorter as the new hardware/software 
reconfigurable CPU system [8] is designed to mount 
transversely rather than longitudinally.) The limb module 
deploys the arms  from one end of the cylinder while the 
modular actuator toolbox components attach to the opposite 
end. (Our reconfigurable multiprocessor system and 
expanding array of active modules allow for configurations 
that do not include the limb module.) The CRAWLER has a 
variety of gaits to locomote primarily in the longitudinal 
direction. These gaits include various motions for turning in 
place as well as turning while moving forward, crawling 
forward to maximize power, crawling forward to minimize 
profile, and crawling forward to maximize efficiency [11]. 

III.  SIDE-SLIPPING LOCOMOTION 

In [10], we presented preliminary work on the “actuator 
toolbox” for the TerminatorBot. The actuator toolbox consists 

of a variety of attachments that provide bulk motive power to 
the robot. By “bulk motive power” we mean force that has the 
ability to drive the robot forward, but without the ability to 
steer – basically, one-degree-of-freedom actuation (though 
our 2-D tread is also in this class of actuation). One of the 
modules initially presented in the actuator toolbox was a 
“transverse tread module” called the “Crabinator” for its 
crab-like sideways gait. The transverse tread is not steerable 
on its own, but it contributes a force in the direction transverse 
to the normal direction of travel. (See Figure 2.) In order to 
use it to locomote sideways, the limbs perform a sideways 
“shuffle” gait in synchronization with the rolling tread. Not 
only does this add motive power to the motion, but in a recent 
mine disaster response, it was found, not surprisingly, that 
lack of holonomic capability of the robot prevented 
continuation of one mission [13]. When locomoting in the 
normal direction (along the axis of the cylindrical body), the 
tread contributes nothing and is kept motionless. The limbs 
drag the body forward, as occurs when the transverse tread 
module is not attached.  

 
Fig. 2: The prototype transverse tread module with CRAWLER mechanism. 
 
However, the prototype tread module illustrated in Figure 2 

causes greater friction for forward travel than the smooth 
body of the robot. This paper investigates design efforts to 
mitigate that negative effect, so the actuator module increases 
available power in the transverse direction, while not 
impeding locomotion in the longitudinal direction.  
To achieve non-isotropic frictional characteristics, we are 

designing tread “shoes” (grousers) from simple cantilever 
beams capable of large deflection angles. When the tread is 
locomoting in the transverse mode, the beams appear stiff, 
transmitting the full force of the tread to the ground for power. 
When locomoting in the longitudinal mode, the beams appear 
soft and will bend over, like the bottom of a sled, providing a 
smooth surface with minimal resistance to motion (Figure 3). 
Much research has been done on the longitudinal and 

transverse frictional behavior of rubber tires gripping a 
smooth road surface [16][17]. Our work is somewhat different 
from these prior formulations in that our transverse and 
longitudinal motion occurs in two different regimes: slipping 
and non-slipping. Furthermore, our “rubber” configuration is 
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not that of a single surface contact patch, but a discrete 
“brush” configuration. In fact, this has many similarities to 
“siping” in tire manufacture. 
 

 
Fig. 3: Flexible tread “shoe” provides non-isotropic characteristics 

 

IV.  GROUSER GEOMETRY 

Achieving appropriate non-isotropic traction behavior, while 
maintaining other performance characteristics, involves a 
variety of variables, including material properties, 
system-level configuration, and detailed mechanical design. 
For this part of the analysis, we assume the system 
configuration is chosen to include cantilever beams on the 
tread faces to achieve the non-isotropic behavior. Given that, 
the first step is to investigate the range of materials that 
provide suitable Young’s moduli. Young’s modulus is at the 
core of modeling cantilever beams and appears in both finite 
element analysis as well as analytic formulations of beam 
theory. Silicon rubber, which has a Young’s Modulus in the 
range of 0.01 - 0.1 giga-Pascals was decided as the initial 
material of choice for forming the tank treads. Silicon rubber 
has many characteristics that make it a natural first choice: 
liquid uncured state makes it compatible with shape 
deposition manufacturing; surface finish is somewhat 
slippery; it is safe; and it is available in a range of durometer.   
We used an Instron material testing machine to 

experimentally determine Young’s modulus for samples of 
different candidate materials. For each material, a test coupon 
was cut and gradually subjected to a load of 890N (200lbs). 
The Instron produces plots of load versus displacement. Each 
sample was loaded and unloaded five times and a data 
acquisition system recorded the displacement. Equation 1 is 
applied to the force/displacement data and the average 
Young’s modulus (E) for each sample appears in Table 1. 
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Our fundamental approach is to use a non-isomorphic 
cantilever beam design to achieve the non-isotropic behavior 
we desire. A rectangular cantilever beam, for example, is 
profoundly stiffer in the long dimension than in the short 
dimension. Cantilever beam stress/strain computations, which 
are covered in many undergraduate texts, determine deflection 
angle and tip displacement. For cantilever beams with 
rectangular cross section, this is fairly straight forward by 
simply differentiating (2) for load four times, where E is the 
Young’s modulus of the material and I is the second moment 
of inertia for the cross section of interest [12].   
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Equation 2 and the subsequent derivatives make the 

assumption that the tip displacements are very small with 
respect to beam dimensions. Since our design is based on 
large deformations of the beams (we want an appreciable 
change in geometry to create the sled-like surface) we use 
small-displacement beam theory only as a good starting point 
for determining reasonable non-isomorphic geometries. Finite 
element analysis is used to get more accurate results once a 
reasonable solution begins to emerge. Small-displacement 
beam theory only considers perpendicular forces and does not 
take into account parallel loads or buckling, which the beams 
experience in practice. Additionally we present results from 
experimental verification of the behavior of prototype treads 
produced.  
For a rectangular cantilever beam as shown in figure 4 the 

rectangular cross section stays uniform along the L direction. 
Therefore, I is constant at bh3/12 when applying F1 
(longitudinal direction of travel) or b3h/12 when applying F2 
(transverse direction of travel). Using the derivatives from (2) 
and Matlab to solve the basic beam equation with the second 
moment of inertia parameters above, a preliminary set of 
non-tapering beams was created (Fig. 4) with dimensions L = 
6.4mm, h = 3.2mm, b = 8.3mm. 

TABLE 1 
EXPERIMENTAL YOUNG’S MODULI FOR SEVERAL SAMPLES. 



 
Qualitatively, these beams felt a little too stiff and did not 

have the desired bending curve for the non-isotropic behavior. 
A trapezoidal beam should result in a diminishing radius 
curve, producing a sled-like surface to rubble.  

 
With a trapezoidal cantilever beam as shown in Fig. 5, the 

cross section is also rectangular therefore, the second moment 
of inertia has the same form of either bh3/12 or b3h/12. But, as 
can be seen in Fig. 5, h varies along the l direction. To 
account for that the new second moment of inertias for F1 and 
F2, we must integrate (2) using (3) and (4).    
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Performing the integration using Matlab once again, the new 

prototype geometry becomes: l = 6.4mm, h2 = 4.8mm, h1 = 
1.0mm, b = 8.3mm. 

V. FINITE ELEMENT VERIFICATION 

As mentioned, we expect these small-deformation 
calculations to be inaccurate, so we ran a quick test using 
Ansys finite element software to provide expected deflections. 
In the static case, we applied graduated transverse loads to the 
treads in the low-stiffness direction and measured the 
deflection of the treads in both x and y. We then input these 
deflections into ANSYS and computed the predicted load that 
produced the deformations. As expected, there is large 
disagreement between the calculations and finite element 
computation, but the average error is not bad at approximately 
40%. These results are tabulated below.  
 

TABLE 2 
COMPARISON OF ANSYS TO ACTUAL 

Applied 
Load 
(g) 

L 
deflection 
(mm) 

H 
deflection 
(mm) 

ANSYS 
Prediction 
(g) 

Error 
(%) 

40 0.1 0.7 21 -47 
50 0.5 2.1 62 23 
60 0.5 2.3 65 9 
70 1.1 3.2 102 45 
80 1.5 3.5 120 49 
90 1.5 3.8 127 41 
 

 
Fig. 6: Finite element analysis of a trapezoidal cantilever beam under stress. 

VI.  GROUSER TESTS 

In order to test the prototype treads shown in figures 7 and 8, 
the experimental setup shown in figure 9 was used. The tread 
in figure 7 is a uniform tread of SmoothSil 930 silicone rubber. 
The tread in figure 8 is a multi-material shape deposition 
manufactured tread with a core of SmoothSil 930 and an 
external layer of Forsch 680 urethane with smoother finish to 
increase slip. The third tread (not pictured) is a uniform core 
of Forsch 680. 
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Fig. 4: Rectangular cantilever beam. 
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Fig. 5: Trapezoidal cantilever beam. 
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Fig. 7 Solid SmoothSil 930 tread. (25mm in length.) 

 

 
Fig. 8 SmoothSil930 tread with Forsch 680A urethane deposited on the 

surface. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 9 Experimental setup 
 

In this setup a rectangular aluminum sled was created onto 
which two sets of treads are attached. Atop the sled a 300, 200, 
or 100-gram weight is attached so the net gravity load is 410, 
310, or 210 grams. (410 grams is close to the current 
prototype load at the back of the TerminatorBot with the 
Crabinator unit attached.) To the bottom of the sled a screw is 
attached to which a string is attached. This screw is adjusted 
so the string is as low as possible to prevent tipping and 
uneven loads on the cantilever beams. This string is connected 
to a cup to which weight is gradually added until static 
coefficient is broken and the sled moves with constant 
velocity, thus balancing dynamic friction. (Dithering or 
tapping the sled is helpful to find the dynamic coefficient.) 
This force is recorded for both longitudinal and transverse 
orientation of the treads. Multiple trials are recorded and a 
median value is determined.  
 

TABLE 3 
FRICTIONAL FORCES ON A SMOOTH SURFACE WITH 410 G LOAD 

Tread Type Transverse 
Friction (g) 

Longitudinal 
Friction (g) 

SmoothSil 930 250 300 
Forsch 680 220 240 
930/680 Combo 230 300 
 
In every case, the collapsing tread actually goes up in total 

friction. This is not too surprising for smooth surfaces, as in 
the above tests, because the total surface area goes up when 
the tread collapses. As expected, there are clear differences 
between materials. The Forsch 680, a polyurethane, produces 
the smallest increase between transverse and longitudinal 
directions, despite the increase in surface area.  
Rubbled environments are not smooth surfaces. To simulate 

the effects of gearing friction in a rubbled environment in a 
standardized way, we tested the grousers on regular step fields, 
as shown in Figure 10. Using step heights of 0.0, 0.1, 2.0, 2.3 
mm. Furthermore, a surface material with slightly higher 
coefficient of friction was used. 

 

TABLE 4 
FRICTIONAL FORCES ON A STEPPED SURFACE 

Tread 
Type 

Load 
(g) 

Step 
(mm) 

Trans. 
Frict. 
(g) 

Long. 
Frict. 
(g) 

Ratio 
Long/Trans 

S930 410 0.0 358 500 1.40 
F680 410 0.0 181 158 0.88 
S930 310 0.0 258 358 1.39 
F680 310 0.0 * *  
S930 210 0.1 258 304 1.18 
F680 210 0.1 * *  
S930 410 0.1 * *  
F680 410 0.1 258 230 0.89 
S930 210 2.0 385 235 0.61 
F680 210 2.0 808 485 0.60 
S930 310 2.0 458 308 0.67 
F680 310 2.0 * 558  
S930 210 2.3 408 258 0.63 
F680 210 2.3 1035 708 0.68 
S930 310 2.3 508 335 0.66 
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Fig. 10: Uniform step field tests to simulate gearing friction in 
rubbled environments. 
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From Table 4 we see that, for nearly every step size and load, 
the ratio of longitudinal friction to transverse friction is less 
than 1.0. This means that the cantilever beam grousers are, in 
fact, reducing the resistance to longitudinal motion while 
providing significant traction for transverse motion. 

VII.  COMBINED LONGITUDINAL/TRANSVERSE TREADS 

The tread module described above is simple to design, build 
and control and adds the ability of transverse motion to the 
TerminatorBot, but the buckling treads are designed simply to 
minimize the added friction of the solution. It is desirable to 
completely eliminate resistance to longitudinal motion or to 
actually provide assistance in the longitudinal direction. In 
order to achieve that, it is necessary for the tread module to 
actively drive the longitudinal axis. Although the above 
described tread module does not do that, it does produce a  
holonomic vehicle, as opposed to an omni-directional vehicle. 
A 2-D tread would solve the above problem, at the expense of 
greater complexity and weight, but also leads the way toward 
true holonomic capability without the limbs. 
Much research in the past has been devoted to the 

development of omni-directional vehicles. Most of this prior 
work has focused on rollers that are unsuitable for rubbled 
environments. More recently, there has been greater interest in 
omni-directional and holonomic vehicles for complex, 
rubbled environments. Recent work by Tadakuma et al has 
been aimed at the development of a sideways-moving tread 
mechanism for rubbled environments [14]. This interesting 
mechanism creates a sausage-like tread that advances in two 
halves on either side of the “sausage.” While both halves are 
driven in unison, they are split to allow a thin central shaft to 
penetrate the tread lengthwise, allowing for transverse rotation 
of the tread. 
Our tread mechanism has a complementary set of pros and 

cons. One of the goals of our design was to eliminate moving 
motors. In [15], the motor inside the tread must roll with the 
sideways motion, requiring a slip ring arrangement for wiring. 
Mechanical power is transmitted in our mechanism from two 
stationary motors through a differential drive arrangement. On 
the “con” side, the Tadakuma mechanism appears to achieve 
much higher tread coverage, reducing the chance of getting 
“high-centered.”  
The differential drive mechanism in our tread is inspired by 

the TerminatorBot, itself. The TerminatorBot has a 2-D 
shoulder joint that is differentially driven by two motors fixed 
inside the body. Our 2-D tread module follows a similar 
approach. 
The 2-D tread concept employs a series of conventional 

treads placed side-by-side along an arc, as illustrated in Figs 
11 and 12. The tread modules are all tied together and ride on 
a set of idler gears supported by a pair of ring gears. These 
rings gears bring actuator torque to a pairs of pinion gears that 
drive both rollers of each tread. The rollers are driven in 
opposition, such that if both ring gears are driven in the same 
direction, the treads are locked longitudinally. This causes the 
treads to rotate in the transverse direction. If both ring gears 

are driven in opposite directions, the treads do not orbit in the 
transverse direction, but they are driven longitudinally. 
Arbitrary combinations of longitudinal and transverse motion 
can be achieved through arbitrary sums and differences of the 
two ring gears. 
 

 
Fig. 11: The 2-D tread concept enhancing the CRAWLER. 

 
To drive the two ring gears without mechanical interference, 

another pair of inner ring gears is required inside the outer 
pair. This inner pair isolates the tread carriers from the motors 
and allows both motors to be fixed in the body frame. 
 

 
Fig. 12: The ring gear arrangement of the 2-D tread module. Discreet treads 

around the circumference lead to gaps in tread coverage. 

 

 
Fig. 13: Close-up of the cutaway view showing the double ring gears. 
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Fig. 14: A cutaway view of the 2-D tread module. 

 
As seen in the cutaway views, Figs. 13 and 14, the ten tread 

modules, which are bolted tightly together (with shims to 
adjust for manufacturing tolerances of the tread bodies), ride 
on idler gears interposed between the two ring gears. These 
four idler gears ride on eccentric shafts, allowing for 
self-adjustment to accommodate manufacturing tolerances 
and thermal expansion of the ring gears. 
Due to the small size of the tread module (75 mm in 

diameter and 95 mm long), the current prototype employs 
O-rings between the pinion gears and tread rollers to drive the 
9.5 mm timing belt treads.  

VIII. FULL HOLONOMIC MOBILITY 

A fully holonomic robot can be constructed from these 
modular components by connecting two of the 2-D drive 
mechanisms with a reaction tail (Fig. 15) without the 
TerminatorBot unit. Because the reaction tail can impede 
transverse motion, it may be desirable to have a retractable 
tail or an actuated tail as in Helios [2].  
 

 
Fig. 15: A differential drive concept vehicle that provides true holonomic 

capability in a soda can-sized package.  

 

IX.  SUMMARY  

We have described several efforts underway to develop a 
suite of reconfigurable modules to enable side-slipping 
locomotion for miniature robots in rubbled environments. 
Initially, these efforts started out with limb/tread hybrids that 
permitted the small robot to move laterally in tight spaces. 
More recently, the actuator toolbox has expanded to include 
modules that enable true holonomic capability, even for 
rubbled terrain. 
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